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Overview
• Space-based (satellite) data has a wide range of
applications
• Becoming more important and integrated
across a wide range of industries
• Hazard prediction/dispersion modelling (especially
for incident response) is no different

• A lot of space-based data has applications for
hazard prediction
• Either directly or when combined with additional
datasets
• Model inputs, situational awareness/providing
context, incident response/planning/training

• Riskaware have been working on integrating
space-based data into modelling workflows
through the EuroSIM CBRN project
• UrbanAware
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Actionable Intelligence
Riskaware enables informed decision making to help
people and governments respond to environmental,
human and security challenges worldwide.

CBRN

Marine Protection

Cyber Security

Biosurveillance
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UrbanAware
• “Next-generation CBRNe/HazMat
information management system”
• Aim to make modelling capabilities
available to a wider audience
• Accessible to the non-expert
• Web & mobile applications

• Flexible deployment containerisation
• Modelling backend provided by Dstl’s
HASP Suite
• Riskaware sole licence to further
develop and commercially exploit
capabilities
• UDM, GEDIS, BVIM (currently
integrated)
• SPT, STE (future)

• Initial development under ESA
funding
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EuroSIM CBRN
• Develop the UrbanAware
demonstration capability
• Apply space-based data to CBRN
incident modelling & emergency
response
• Integrate with data services and
equipment
• Recently funded to add detector
integration & additional modelling
capabilities
• Under trials with a range of
organisations across Europe
• Open-source/processed and spacebased geospatial data provided by
4 Earth Intelligence
• Additional support from Thales
Alenia Space
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Categories of space-based
data
• Positioning
• Assets
• Responders
• Sensors

• Communication
• Remote environments
• Resilient connections

• Earth Observation
•
•
•
•
•

Identify sources/incidents
Model initialisation
Model inputs: geospatial data
Model inputs: meteorology
Consequence assessment
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Positioning
• GNSS capabilities enable the measurement of accurate and
updated positioning data
• Key assets
• Responders
• Detection equipment

• Important for incident
planning, training and
response
• Track response activity
• Ingestion of data feeds
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Communication
• Satellite communications provide a resilient mechanism with
wide coverage
• Though often with higher latency/lower throughput than
terrestrial options
• This is changing

• Enabling technology

• Allow sensor hardware to send information to
modellers/responders (& vice versa)
• Operation/deployment in remote or disrupted environments
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Observation
• Earth observation data can be invaluable to support hazard
modelling and response
• “Direct” observation output (e.g. aerial imagery, surface
elevation)
• Processed data (e.g. building footprints & heights, source
detection)
• Improved situational awareness
• Modelling data inputs
• Urban data
• Meteorology
• Source terms
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Aerial imagery
• Provide a sometimes more relatable
basemap layer for practitioners –
modellers, responders, analysts
• Widely available – multiple providers
and resellers
• Up-to-date imagery can be acquired, or
satellites can even be tasked
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Terrain
• Terrain effects influence
transport and dispersion

• Sometimes integrated within
meteorological models

• Many digital elevation
models are derived from
satellite or other spacebased sources
• E.g. SRTM

• Open-source and
commercial availability
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Land cover/usage
• Remote sensing can be used to help
derive the types of land usage in a
region
• E.g. the Urban Atlas from EU’s
Copernicus programme
• Used to define parameters like surface
roughness in dispersion modelling
• Environmental Sensitivity Indices for
consequence assessment
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Building data
• 3D building data can be used to inform urban dispersion modelling
• UDM/GEDIS uses footprints and heights (as well as land cover/terrain etc.)

• Crucial for modelling in the urban environment
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Building data [2]
• Complementary datasets can be
used to estimate additional building
properties
• Space-based (e.g. land use,
population, other observations)
• Other (e.g. building age,
building type, energy efficiency
data)
• For example, in UrbanAware we use
building usage and ventilation type
to configure the BVIM model
• Estimate infiltration into
buildings
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Extracting 3D building data from earth
observations
• Photogrammetry and feature extraction
– extracting features from image sets
taken from different angles

• Extracted from digital elevation
models (DEMs)

• E.g. stereo imagery

By Yodin - Based on File:DTM DSM.png by User:MartinOver., CC BY-SA 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=44279694

• Space-based LiDAR: not quite yet!
IKONOS Stereo Satellite Imagery: © DigitalGlobe
Taken from https://www.satimagingcorp.com/satellite-sensors/ikonos/ikonosstereo-satellite-images/

• Under active development
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Meteorological
data
• Space-based assets can be used
to take measurements of
meteorological parameters
• E.g. Doppler wind LiDAR
• Time to availability sometimes
makes this more suitable for
direct use in e.g. ensemble
studies
• Or as inputs to NWP

• EU’s Copernicus programme has
an archive of satellite-derived
metocean data (focused on
marine environment)
• https://resources.marine.cop
ernicus.eu/
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Population
data
• Remote sensing from satellites is often used
to derive population estimates
• E.g. WorldPop, ORNL’s LandScan
• Methods include feature extraction – e.g.
identifying urban boundaries, light pollution
• Typically in conjunction with other data
sources
• Census data, household surveys, land
cover
• Data can be further processed to provide
additional context
• E.g. day/night, building attribution
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Observation: source detection and
initialisation
Collision between two ships
near Corsica, October 2018

Slick outline is processed and fed
into modelling system

Forward (& inverse) model
runs automatically triggered
Earth observation satellites detect an oil
slick1
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1ESA, http://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Images/2018/10/Oil_spill_spread

TAS: Chemical detection with existing satellites
Target Incident Selection
• Studying attack on Marea, Aleppo,
on August 21st 2015, 6:30am UTC.

• 50 shells, half of which were
suspected of bearing Sulphur
Mustard.
• Temperature, Humidity and Wind
information was also available, but
superseded by more reliable data
collected later.
Sutlieff, G., Berthoud, L. & Stinchcombe, M. Using Satellite Data for
CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear) Threat
Detection, Monitoring, and Modelling. Surv Geophys 42, 727–755
(2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10712-021-09637-5
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TAS: Chemical Detection with existing satellites – Using the
Reference Forward Model – Sulphur Mustard Spectra

Major Peaks at ~720
cm-1 and 1210 cm-1.
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Two iterations of
the model were
conducted – one
studying the full
spectral range,
and another
targeting the peak
at ~720 cm-1.

TAS: Chemical Detection – Current Results
Legend:
Return Spectrum
Return Spectrum
Without Sulphur
M ustard
Difference between
the two

1200 cm -1 peak is
less diminished – of
more interest
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Benefits of space-based data for hazard
prediction
• Coverage
• Often global
• Easier to perform modelling in novel locations: reduces “spin-up time” needed to acquire new
data

• Availability
• Increasing commercialisation → High and increasing availability

• Automation
• Raw data can be fed through automated processes to produce tailored datasets

• Updates
• Source data is often refreshed – frequency dependent on data type, provider etc.
• Can even task near-live data if required (and budget allows!)

• Some downsides
• Live observation data is often expensive
• Resolution/accuracy often not as high as terrestrially sourced data
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Summary
• Space capabilities provide very valuable resources for the field of hazard prediction
• Model input data across a wide range of types
• Situational awareness

• Riskaware are making increasing use of this data across a number of programmes

• UrbanAware (atmospheric dispersion modelling, incident response)
• Baseline geospatial capability to populate urban dispersion models with appropriate data and
provide meaningful mapping overlays
• Location services to track and manage data sources as well as incident response activity (e.g.
integration with mobile applications)

• MarineAware (oil spill dispersion modelling)
•
•
•
•

Source detection and initialisation
Source attribution (using AIS data)
Environmental sensitivity
Metocean data repositories for statistical analyses (e.g. FSO SAFER)

• SpaceAware (!)
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